(F)XX Thumbpiece Trim
815TP Trim, Metal Door, LHR Shown, RHR Opposite

For Height From Finished Floor, Refer to Device Template

COUNTERT&frac14; (159 mm)
For Backset, Refer to Device Template

"A" DIA. THRU

"B" DIA. THRU

1/4" (6 mm)

1/4" (32 mm) Dia.

1/4" (8 mm)

Dia. Through (2 holes)

1/16" (46 mm)

41/8" (106 mm)

61/4" (159 mm)

CORRESPONDS TO C ON DEVICE TEMPLATE

Countersink to 1/4" (13 mm) Dia. for 1/4"-20 FPHMS

21/8" (72 mm)

For Height From Finished Floor, Refer to Device Template

VERTICAL C
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T-2408-b